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Summer Leadership Institute 20

We strive daily to operate as  a 
dynamic, high performing 
organization, focused on 

preparing students for bright and 
prosperous futures.



Chatham County Board 
of Education

STRONG, STABLE GOVERNANCE



District Leadership

EXPERIENCED LEADERSHIP



Strategic Direction







A well-defined 
Strategic Plan



Priority 1
•Science of Reading (LETRS) training
•AVID Program Expansion
Dual Language

Priority 
•Increased social media presence
•Development of student, teacher, and parent 
advisory groups
•NC Ed Corp
•Partnerships with new industry: VinFast, 
WolfSpeed, Toyota

Charting our 
Course

March 2023



One Chatham Strategic Plan



OUR CHALLENGES 
ARE REAL…



CHALLENGES
• Competitive Compensation

• Most Competitive Region in the State

• Closing Achievement Gaps
• Every Subgroup met or exceeded growth 

this year
• Close to Pre-Pandemic Performance

• School Safety

• Workforce
• Pipeline
• Affordable Housing

• School Choice and the Impact of 
Vouchers/ Opportunity Scholarships 
Unfunded Mandates

• Preparing for/ Managing Growth
• Maintaining the old/ Preparing for the New

• Embracing Innovation and Implementing 
Innovative Programs



A

EMPLOYEE SUPPLEMENT DISCUSSION
“

B



Goals and Guardrails established by the 
BOE for Local Supplement Appropriation

Hold School 
Staff Harmless

An initially unstated goal
No supplement pay should decrease as a result of a change in 
supplement models

Financial 
flexibility

Retain our ability to address other issues as they arise (including 
both continuation issues and needed expansion items/programs)

Long-term 
sustainabilit
y

Ability to fund the model over the long-term with (hopefully) 
minimal adjustments

Maintain agreed 
upon funding 

level goals

Maintain average supplement compensation standing of top 5 
within our region
Maintain average supplement compensation standing of top 10 
within the stateA Clearly 

Defined 
Vision 

for
NOW and the

FUTURE



CHANGING 
CONDITIONS

State data released March 1, 2024



STATE PER PUPIL EXPENDITURE RANKING

(Updated 3/1/24 – NCDPI Annual Statistical Profile)



UNDERSTANDING
OUR CHALLENGES…

DO THESE GOALS 
STILL REFELECT 
OUR 
EXPECTATIONS?
If NOT, what should they be?



OUR CHALLENGES ARE NOT UNIQUE.
• We cannot make promises that we cannot fulfill.
• We will refrain from spending or committing resources that are not available to us.

LET’S DISCUSS THE POSSIBILITIES



SUPPLEMENT BENCHMARKS

Chapel Hill Carrboro City
Schools

$2670 The difference 
between the average
employee supplement in 
Chapel Hill Carrboro City 
Schools is $2670

Wake County Public Schools

The difference between the 
average employee
supplement in Wake County 
Public Schools is $2000
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May, 2017

Dec ember  11, 2023

“Heads -up” 
Presentation  

Preliminary Budget Request 2024 -2025
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Financial Highlights as of 
June 30, 2023

➢ Local Current Expense Fund Balance totaled $5,872,430 (appropriate for a district our size)

➢ Capital Outlay Fund Balance totaled $778,341

➢ Other Local Current Expense Fund Balance totaled $350,615

➢ Zero audit findings or compliance issues for twelve (12) consecutive years

➢ Recognized for financial accountability and reporting at the state, national and international level 
for twelve (12) consecutive years

d ec ember  11, 2023
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UPDATED CCS Rank by Funding Source

Per DPI, 2022 per pupil funding (116 LEA’s):

➢State Funding = $7,573, rank of 86, increase of 2.9% (PY92)

➢Federal Funding = $1,377, rank of 87, decrease of 36.7% (PY 96)

➢Local Funding = $4,560, rank of 7, increase of 12.9% (PY 6)

➢Total Funding = $13,510, rank of 39, decrease of 1.1% (PY 50)

NOTE:  Numbers are actual dollars spent not budgeted dollars.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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UPDATED Local Current Expense Funding
➢ Local current expense funding (including charter schools) has increased approximately 22.7%

since the 2018-2019 fiscal year.

➢ Proposing a Local Current Expense increase of $6,016,000 for the 2024-2025 fiscal year to: 
○ sustain the local salary supplement model, to ensure continued salary competitiveness 

with surrounding school districts; 
○ fund current and anticipated state driven compensation and benefit increases and 
○ support increased fixed operational costs. 
○ .

➢ Increase in Charter School Transfer
o An increase of $633,000 or (12%)  to cover the cost of increased charter school enrollment

If fully funded this increase will bring our local current expense county funding (including the Charter 
School Transfer ) to $50,047,370

Dec ember  11, 2023
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Budget Priorities for Chatham 
County 2024-2025
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2024 -2025  Budget Priorities

● Empl o y ee Co mpen sa t io n
● Pa r it y
● Eq u it y
● SALARY COMPETITIVENESS

● Ma n a g in g  Fixed  Co st s
● Ben ef it s
● Oper a t io n s

● Ca pit a l  Ou t l a y
● Ag in g  f a c il it ies
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FOCUS AREA 1: Enhanced Compensation for 
Classified Staff
➢ Our classified staff plays a pivotal role in the smooth functioning of our 

educational institutions. 

➢ Mandated state raises created salary compaction and unfairly impacted many of 
our long-time employees

➢ To recognize their dedication and attract top talent, it is imperative to prioritize 
enhanced compensation. 

➢ Investing in competitive pay scales for classified staff not only fosters a positive 
work environment but also ensures the retention of skilled individuals, 
contributing to the overall efficiency and success of our schools.
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FOCUS AREA 1: Enhanced Compensation for Classified Staff
New Classified Employee Pay Scale

Request:
$1,400,000

Data to Support Need:
To ensure the long-term success of our schools, it is imperative that we invest in the recruitment and
retention of highly qualified classified employees. The proposed pay scale adjustment is a strategic move
to attract skilled individuals who play a crucial role in the day-to-day operations of our educational
institutions. By aligning our pay scales with industry standards, we not only acknowledge the value of our
classified staff but also send a clear message about our commitment to fostering a work environment that
encourages excellence. This investment not only addresses the immediate need for competitive
compensation but also lays the foundation for a robust and dedicated workforce, enhancing the overall
effectiveness of our schools.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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FOCUS AREA 2: Increased Cost of Employee 
Benefits
➢ A comprehensive and competitive benefits package is crucial to attract and 

retain high-quality educators and staff. 

➢ Recognizing the increased costs associated with employee benefits, 
prioritizing this aspect in the budget is essential. 

➢ By offering robust benefits, we not only demonstrate our commitment to 
the well-being of our workforce but also strengthen the overall morale and 
job satisfaction, leading to a more stable and dedicated team.
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FOCUS AREA 2: Increased Cost of Employee Benefits
Employee Raises and Benefit Costs

Request:
$400,000

Data to Support Need:
Our educators are the backbone of our educational system, and their dedication deserves recognition
through competitive compensation and comprehensive benefits. The requested funds for employee raises
and benefits are not merely an expense but a strategic investment in the well-being and motivation of our
workforce. By prioritizing our staff's financial and professional needs, we ensure a positive and supportive
working environment that directly translates into improved student outcomes. This allocation is an essential
step towards building a sustainable and high-performing educational community, fostering a culture of
commitment and excellence that will pay dividends for years to come.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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FOCUS AREA 3: Increased Operational Costs

➢ The dynamic nature of the educational landscape demands continuous 
adaptation and innovation. 

➢ Acknowledging the increased operational costs is a strategic move to 
ensure the sustainability and effectiveness of our schools. 

➢ By proactively addressing these rising costs, we can maintain a secure 
and conducive learning environment, invest in technological 
advancements, and meet the evolving needs of our students and staff, 
ultimately positioning our schools as leaders in providing quality education.
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FOCUS AREA 3: Increased Operational Costs
Operational Increases

Request:
$300,000

Data to Support Need:
A thriving educational system requires continuous adaptation to meet the evolving needs of our students
and staff. The requested funds for operational increases are a proactive measure to address rising costs
associated with inflation, utilities, and technological advancements. By anticipating and addressing these
challenges, we demonstrate our commitment to maintaining a top-tier learning environment. This
investment not only safeguards the quality of education but also positions our schools as leaders in
providing innovative and cutting-edge learning experiences. Advocating for operational increases is not
just about sustaining the status quo; it's about future-proofing our educational institutions for the benefit of
generations to come.

These funds are required to cover inflationary increases for utilities, insurance and basic supply needs for
operating the district.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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Area of Need:
Capital Outlay Expansion

Request:
$115,000 (5% Increase)

Data to Support Need:
Our request for a 5% increase or $115,000 in the Capital Outlay budget for the 2024-2025 school year is 
imperative to address the pressing needs resulting from seven years of stagnant funding. With the addition 
of two new schools and a Central Office facility, our infrastructure has expanded significantly, amplifying 
the strain on maintaining older buildings and aging equipment. This increase is essential to alleviate the 
financial burden associated with upkeep, repairs, and upgrades. Furthermore, heightened safety 
expectations demand substantial investments in updated security measures such as cameras, vape 
detection systems, access controls, and key access protocols. These additional funds are crucial for 
creating a secure and conducive learning environment, ensuring the long-term sustainability and success 
of our school district.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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FOCUS AREA 4: Adjustments to the Employee 
Supplement Model:
➢ Recognizing and rewarding excellence among our educators is 

fundamental to fostering a culture of continuous improvement. 

➢ Prioritizing adjustments to the employee supplement model is a strategic 
investment in the professional growth and commitment of our staff. 
○ This not only serves as a retention tool but also encourages ongoing 

professional development, contributing to a more skilled and 
motivated workforce. 

➢ Aligning the supplement model with the achievements and contributions of 
our educators is key to promoting a culture of success and excellence 
within our educational community.
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FOCUS AREA 4: Adjustments to the Employee Supplement 
Model

Adjustments to the Certified and Classified Supplement 
Schedule

Request:
$3,168,000

Data to Support Need:
Recognizing and rewarding excellence is paramount in fostering a culture of continuous improvement 
within our educational community. The proposed adjustment for certified and classified supplements is an 
investment in our educators' professional growth and commitment to excellence. By providing 
supplements, we acknowledge the extra mile our staff goes to ensure the success of our students. This 
allocation serves not only as a retention tool but also as a catalyst for ongoing professional development. 
Building a culture that values and supports the achievements of our educators positions our schools as 
institutions that prioritize and celebrate success, ultimately enhancing the overall quality of education.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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Focus Area 5 
Charter School Transfer

Required Charter School Transfer
$633,000

Data to Support Need:
The Charter School Transfer allocation reflects our legal obligation to transfer the appropriate local per
pupil funding to charters schools serving Chatham County students. Chatham County serves as the fiscal
pass-through for these funds.

The current percentage of Chatham county students enrolled in charter school is approximately 12%. That
equates to a $633,000 increase in funding for Charter Schools out of the 24-25 request from the county.

12% of our annual allocation from the Chatham County Commissions is earmarked for transfer to charter
schools serving students who reside in Chatham County.

Dec ember  11, 2023
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2024 -2025 Expansion Budget Requests
➢ New Classified Employees Pay Scale Adjustment  - $1,400,000

➢ Employee Raises and Benefits = $400,000

➢ Operational Increases = $300,000

➢ Certified and Classified Supplement Adjustment = $400,000

➢ Chatham County Schools Current Expense Appropriations Request: $5,268,000

➢ Charter School Transfer = $633,000

➢ Capital Outlay Appropriation Request: = $115,000

➢ Total Appropriation Request (Including Charter School Transfer and Capital Outlay 
Request): = $6,016,000

Dec ember  11, 2023
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QUESTIONS?

Dec ember  11, 2023
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